
 

The Isle of Wight

A weekend walking adventure 
for London-based hikers
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Introduction
The Isle of Wight is a wonderful, easy get away at any time of year. It has some 
great coastal and downland walking, it's a short journey from London (some locals 
even commute!), and you get the real feeling of being 'on holiday' because you're 
on an island and by the sea. What's more, you can get around the island by public 
transport pretty easily.

This weekend includes two walks covering some of the best of the west and east of 
the island and some of its 'must see' attractions such as the famous Needles rocks, 
Alum Bay, Tennyson monument, Shanklin Chine. 

Together, the two suggested walks take you to some of the island's best viewpoints 
like St Boniface Down, Limerstone Down, and Brighstone Down. You also get to 
walk along the coast for a while, too.

Summary

You'll first travel to the Island by train from London Waterloo to Portsmouth, then 
by Ferry to Ryde.

You will stay in Shanklin, a seaside town on the east with a sandy beach and handy 
public transport links across the island.

On Day 1 you will complete the best walk on the island, using the Tennyson Trail to
tailor your walk, heading towards the Needles, across beautiful downland trails. 
You'll follow quiet paths over quiet grassy downland, with coastal views and white 
chalky cliffs, passing some of the island's best viewpoints and through the Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty.

On Day 2 you will explore the area around Shanklin and Ventnor, visiting the east 
of the island's best viewpoints and trying out a section of the coastal trail. You also 
have the option of visiting Shanklin Chine.

With these two walks you have the opportunity of 'ticking off' the island's only two 
Marilyn hills (hills with a relative height of 150 metre prominence).

I have provided many alternatives and options for tailoring your walks to suit you 
and reducing the distance if you wish.
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Example itinerary

This is an example to give you an idea of possible timings.

Do not rely on the times below - always check current times before planning your 
trip!

 → National Rail Enquiries website for train / ferry times  ←
 → Island Buses for bus timetables ←

 → Traveline.info for bus journey planning  ←

DAY FROM >  TO LEAVE ARRIVE

Day 0 TRAIN London Waterloo > Portsmouth Harbour 17:30 19:10

FERRY Portsmouth Harbour > Ryde Pier Head 19:20 19:42

TRAIN Ryde Pier Head > Shanklin 19:49 20:13

Day 1* BUS Shanklin > Newport 09:18 09:50

BUS Newport > [your choice of starting location] ** **

WALK Tennyson Trail your choice of option

BUS Alum Bay Needles Park > Newport ** **

BUS Newport > Shanklin ** **

Day 2* WALK Shanklin Circular via Ventnor

TRAIN Shanklin > Ryde Pier Head 17:18 17:42

FERRY Ryde Pier Head > Portsmouth Harbour 17:47 18:09

TRAIN Ryde Pier Head > Portsmouth Harbour 18:32 20:14

* More detailed itineraries and options/alternatives are provided with the walk 
instructions.

** Times vary depending on the route option you choose. See the walk instructions 
for more information.
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The Needles

Highlights

• The white spiky outcrops of the Needles, the interesting fortifications of the 
Needles Battery, and the sands of Alum Bay

• The rolling grassy downland paths, with sparkling seas

• An evening stroll along Shanklin beach as the sun sets

• The quirky train line using retired London tube trains between Ryde and 
Shanklin

• Views from Limerstone Down, Brighstone Down, and the Tennyson 
Monument across the south and west of the island. Spotting the south coast 
from St Boniface Down, and views over the south east of the island.

• Walking along the coast; always a delight at any time of day.

• The quirky Spyglass Inn on the beach at Ventnor

• Shanklin Chine: a mossy, ferny, damp leafy gorge!
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Options

This makes a great two day trip, but of course you can easily extend your weekend. 
There are lots of interesting things to do and see; I've suggested several ideas at the 
end of this guide.

Suitable time of year

This is an excellent location for any time of year (of course, if snow is expected, do 
be careful and consider your walking options carefully). 

I have visited the island in October and November and I'd consider it suitable for 
January-March too. The only consideration is your daylight hours, so plan 
accordingly. 

I have researched public transport times (buses mainly) using winter 
timetables to ensure that the suggestions are possible for any time of year. 
You may have more bus options in the summer months.

Alternative options are explained in detail below if the weather takes a turn for the 
worse.

Shanklin beach
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Resources you will need: CHECKLIST

In addition to all your usual walking gear, waterproofs etc.:

□ Map and compass. You will need EITHER: 

• The Ordnance Survey map OL29: Isle of Wight OR: 
• AZ Adventure Atlas: Isle of Wight - these are in a 'book' format rather 

than the usual 'fold out'/ traditional map style.
(Both the AZ and the OS maps cover the whole island so the only 
consideration between the two are a) price and b) your preferred
format.)

• OR: A GPS with the Isle of Wight on it.

□ Bus timetable  (s)   from Island Buses 

You can download the complete network timetable from the above website 
or individual timetables. You will need timetables for the bus routes: 2, 3, 7, 
12. If you can pick up or download a complete timetable for all services, this 
will be handy. 

□ Is  land Coaster timetable (if you are walking between April – August)

□ Bu  s network map

□ Map of Newport AND   Shanklin   showing bus station / stops

    □ PDF print outs from the VisitIsleofWight.co.uk walking routes page for:

  □  Tennyson Trail PDF instructions (PDF)

   □ Niton to Sandown coastal path PDF instructions (PDF)
 

All the PDF walking routes which can be downloaded from the 
VisitIsleofWight.co.uk walking routes page can also be bought in a booklet 
called Coastal Path and Inland Trails on the Isle of Wight, which can be 
obtained in most bookshops/tourist information offices on the island. This 
booklet includes a total of 14 walks, and it's pretty cheap so is well worth 
obtaining if you see a copy.
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Accommodation

There are lots of options for overnight bases on the island but I recommend 
SHANKLIN. It's a seaside town on the east coast and it's a good base for several 
reasons:

• Train station links to Ryde Pier Head (where your ferry connects): so it's easy 
to get to in an evening from London, and back again on Sunday night.

• Good bus links with Newport, the Isle of Wight's main town and bus 
interchange.

• Lots and lots of accommodation options and eating options.

• It has a beach! So you can stroll along the sand as the sun sets. Always good!

Staying in Shanklin on the east means you will have to do a bit of bus travelling to 
get to and back from the Day 1 walk, which is on the west of the island. However, 
having travelled on those buses, it's actually a real pleasure to ride around the 
island and check out the views from the pretty country lanes.

Shanklin beach
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Ventnor, the next village further down the coast, is arguably a little prettier than 
Shanklin, but there is no train station so you'd have to get there by bus from 
Shanklin. However if you wanted to stay there you could still do the walks as 
described with some minor tweaking (in any case, you still get to visit Ventnor on 
Day 2 with my suggested walk).

There are too many B&Bs and hotels in Shanklin to list or recommend them; they 
can be easily found by internet searching, or there is a list here.

Unfortunately there is no hostel in or near Shanklin. I explain more about this 
below if you are keen to stay in a hostel.

Beach huts at Shanklin

Camping

Three camp sites, all quite close to Shanklin are:

• Lower Hyde Holiday Park (closest to Shanklin)

• Old Barn Touring Park

• Ninham Holidays
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Hostelling

There are two hostels on the island but one of them (YHA Brighstone) is only open 
during July-August school holidays – so realistically, that leaves Totland. 

YHA Totland is on the far west of the island close to Alum Bay / The Needles. It 
is on the No 7 and 12 bus routes from Newport. It will take you a longer time to 
reach than Shanklin as there are no trains to Totland (only buses): it takes about 1 
hr 50 minutes from Ryde verses 25 for Shanklin. To get there you'd have to leave 
London in an afternoon rather than an evening – but on the other hand, that might 
be a nice leisurely journey for you if you have more time than cash to spend! 

Note that Day 1's walk ends only 1.5 miles from Totland, so you do avoid a long bus 
journey back to Shanklin on that day by staying in Totland. However, for Day 2's 
walk you'd have to make the long journey to Shanklin, so it's swings and 
roundabouts really. The main incentive to stay here therefore is only if you REALLY
want to stay in a hostel. 

If you decide to stay in Totland, make the following adjustments to the travelling:

• GETTING TO TOTLAND FROM RYDE: Walk to Ryde Bus Station, Esplanade (13 
minutes), Get No 9 bus to Newport (35 minutes), Get No 7 bus to Totland (55 
minutes). A taxi would take about 45 minutes to drive from Ryde to Totland. 
Example evening travel times by public transport:

Leave London Waterloo 17:30 18:30 19:30

Arrive Ryde Pier Head 19:42 20:42 21:42

Arrive Totland 21:29 22:09 23:52!

• DAY 1 WALK: Get the Number 7 bus to Carisbrooke from Totland, or Number 
12 to Brook, Shorwell or Carisbrooke (depending on the walk option you 
decide to do). You could walk back to the YHA from Alum Bay (about 1.5 
miles).

• DAY 2 WALK: Get /number 7 or 12 bus to Newport, change there for a 
Number 2 or 3 bus to Shanklin. Be careful to check on the walk timings as you
will be starting the walk much later than someone staying in Shanklin would 
and therefore finishing later.
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Getting there and back by public transport

London to Isle of Wight by train

Trains go from London Waterloo to Southampton or Portsmouth, then by Ferry to 
Cowes (from the former) or Ryde Pier Head (from the latter). There isn't really any 
benefit in heading to Cowes instead; it's no cheaper or faster so I recommend you 
go to RYDE PIER HEAD via Portsmouth.

Ryde is also fun because it links to the island's only railway (apart from the heritage
/ steam railway) and the trains are old tube trains from London.

Shanklin station with the old tube train!

A return ticket is usually cheaper and the ferry is included in the price . You can get
a through ticket from London to Shanklin, Sandown, or any of the stations along 
the island's railway line.

NOTE that you may need to sit in certain carriages in the London train for 
Portsmouth Harbour, because the train may split along the way. There are regular 
announcements and if you are unsure ask a member of staff.
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Changing for the ferry

When you get to Portsmouth Harbour this is the end of the line; you get off the 
train and walk straight ahead to get to the ferry. It's a short walk, and there are 
plenty of signs.

Getting from Ryde Pier Head to Shanklin or Sandown

Walk from the ferry to the railway station (Ryde Pier Head) and catch the next train
out. If you fancy,  and if you have time, you could walk along the long pier to the 
next station along, Ryde Esplanade. 

It takes about 25 minutes to Shanklin.

You could also get a No 3 bus from Ryde to Shanklin but it takes 40 minutes.

Example evening travel times by public transport:

Leave London Waterloo 17:30 18:30 19:30

Arrive Ryde Pier Head 19:42 20:42 21:42

Arrive Shanklin 20:13 21:11 22:11

Total travel time: About 2 hours 45 minutes. To be honest as soon as you get to the 
ferry you feel like you're on holiday, so it's all fun from Portsmouth on! 

Check the National Rail enquiries website for up-to-date train times.

Travelling back home on Day 2 by public transport

You'll be travelling back the same way, via Ryde Pier Head: so you just have to 
retrace your steps and get yourself to Ryde Pier Head in time for your Ferry back.

Here are some example travel times on a Sunday evening:

Leave Ryde Pier Head 16:47 17:47 18:47 19:47

Arrive London Waterloo 19:14 20:14 21:14 22:14

Check the National Rail enquiries website for up-to-date train times.
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Getting around the island

There is a train line between Ryde Pier Head and Shanklin on the east coast and 
trains run pretty regularly.

You can travel around the rest of the island by bus. Newport, the island's largest 
town, is the central 'hub' for all the buses across the island, and the routes radiate
out like spokes on a wheel.

The only exception is the Island Coaster bus route which runs April - August 
between Alum Bay and Ryde along the eastern and southern coastline. You may be 
able to get one of these buses directly from Alum Bay to Shanklin on your Day 1 
walk, depending on what time you finish your walk.

Here are some links to information about the bus routes – I've also linked these in 
the 'Resources you will need: checklist' section above,  and I've suggested you 
download/or print out these if you can. You can probably pick up a hard copy 
pamphlet of all the timetables when you get onto the island.

□ Bus timetable  (s)   from Island Buses 

You can download the complete network timetable from the above website 
or individual timetables. 

You will need timetables for the bus routes: 2, 3, 7, 12. If you can pick up or 
download a complete timetable for all services, this will be handy. 

□ Is  land Coaster timetable (if you are walking between April - August)

□ Bu  s network map

□ Map of Newport AND   Shanklin   showing bus station / stops

For your Day 1 walk, since you may be getting as many as 4 buses, I suggest you get 
a 24 HOUR ROVER ticket. This is a hop on, hop off as many times as you want 
within 24 hours ticket! It is about £10 at time of writing.

If you are planning on doing more than one bus journey on Day 2, for example if 
you are not doing the suggested walk but visiting one of the island's tourist 
attractions instead, it may be worth getting a 48 hour Rover ticket. Otherwise, if 
you're likely only to do a short bus journey on Day 2 (e.g. possibly between Ventnor
and Shanklin) you are probably better off getting a single ticket.
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Day 1: West to The Needles

On the Tennyson Trail

Distance 4.4 - 14 miles / 7 - 22km

Strenuousness 3/5

Difficulty of navigation 2/5 

This is possibly the best walk on the island, giving wonderful views of the sea, the 
island's countryside, and visiting its most famous sights, The Needles and Alum Bay.

It takes you through the island's AONB and visits one of the island's two 'Marilyns' 
at Brighstone Down (hills with a 150m prominence) - although you have to do a 
small diversion to visit the trig point. 

From Brighstone Down, you can apparently see the whole of the island on a clear 
day!
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You'll be strolling over a succession of rolling Downland, reminiscent of the best of 
the South Downs, with fabulous panoramic views.

The 'base' for this walk is the 14m (22km) Tennyson Trail, which is one of the 
island's very well signposted trails.

This Trail starts at Carisbrooke on the outskirts of Newport, and ends at Alum Bay, 
on the westernmost point of the island.

I've provided you with various options of adapting this walk to suit you, which I'll 
explain in more detail below.

The Needles seen from Alum Bay

All of the options visit the Tennyson Down, the Tennyson monument, The Needles, 
and Alum Bay.
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WALK OPTIONS SUMMARY

I recommend if you can to do option 1 or 2; both are excellent.

1) The Full Tennyson Trail from Carisbrooke (14m / 22km)

2) Tennyson Trail from Shorwell (11.5m / 18.5km): A shorter version, 
cutting out a section between Carisbrooke and Brighstone Forest, but taking 
in the excellent Limerstone Down viewpoint instead.

3) Tennyson Trail from Brook (8.3m / 12.8km): An ever shorter version 
starting near Brook village. Misses out the viewpoints at Brighstone Down 
and Limerstone Down.

4) Tennyson Circular (4.4m / 7km): a short circular walk from The Needles.

For walks 1-3 you will need to download the Tennyson Trail PDF instructions I have 
linked below.

For all the walk options, you will need to start by getting a bus from Shanklin 
to Newport. Get a 24 hour ROVER ticket: this saves you money and enables you to 
hop on and off as many times as you need to, and gives you the flexibility of 
changing your plans if you need to. The rover ticket is about £10 at time of writing.

 → DOWNLOAD THE TENNYSON TRAIL PDF INSTRUCTIONS HERE ←

Approaching the Tennyson Monument
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OPTION 1: FULL TENNYSON TRAIL FROM CARISBROOKE (14m / 22km)

The Trail starts in Carisbrooke, on the outskirts of Newport. Carisbrooke is 1.5 m 
from central Newport; you can get a No 7 or 12 bus there, or you can of course walk 
it, if you don't mind the extra distance and can't be bothered waiting for a bus... but
it is along roads all the way. Of course, this would extend your walk to 15.5m and by
another 30-45 minutes.

To do this walk, simply follow the instructions in the Tennyson Trail PDF. 

Note that if you are into 'bagging' Marilyns, the summit trig point for Brighstone 
Down is a short detour from the main Trail within Brighstone Forest.

Example travel itinerary from Shanklin (check times at Traveline.info or 
islandbuses.info)

BUS Shanklin > Newport bus station (No. 2) 9:18 9:50

BUS Newport bus station > Carisbrooke (No. 38,  7 or 12) 10:05 10:17

WALK 14 miles (est. speed 2 miles per hour) 10:20 17:20

BUS Alum Bay Needles Park > Newport bus station (No. 7) 17:25 18:30

BUS Newport bus station > Shanklin (No. 2 or 3) 18:35 19:22

Compton Down
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OPTION 2: START AT SHORWELL (11.5m /  18.5km)

You can get a No 12 bus to SHORWELL to reduce the walk to 11.5 miles; this walk 
also takes in the panoramic views at Limerstone Down, a fantastic viewpoint on the 
Worsley Trail, one of the island's other great trails.

To follow this option, take the No 12 bus from Newport bus station and ask for the 
'North of Shorwell / Cheverton Shute' stop on the B3323. On the 1:25,000 map, it 
is south of Cheverton Cottages and just north of where the green diamond 
footpaths cross the road before Shorwell Shute. The bus journey takes 13 minutes.

NOTE: THE No. 12 BUS DOES NOT RUN ON SUNDAYS, ONLY SATURDAYS. As an 
alternative, you could get a taxi as explained below: it's only a 10 minute journey.

After alighting from the bus stop, cross the road and walk carefully south (in the 
same direction your bus was heading) until you reach the path on your right, 
shortly after a sharp corner signpost. You will now join the Worsley Trail, marked 
with green diamonds on the 1:25,000 map.

In case you miss the bus stop and end up in Shorwell village… Follow the B3399 
road (Walkers Lane) west and just before the buildings come to an end, look 
for a footpath on the right between houses. When it forks soon after, ignore 
the left fork, heading straight up the hill towards North Court. The path 
curves left, following the edge of North Court , and before reaching North 
Court Farm, heads diagonally north-west up Fore Down to join the Worsley 
Trail (marked with green diamonds on the 1:25,000 map).

Views over the island
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Once on the Worsley Trail, follow this west past Limerstone Down, enjoying the 
panoramic views all around. Keep in the same rough direction, following the 
Worsley Trail. 

After reaching Brighstone Forest, just after a small reservoir marked on the map, 
you will merge onto the Tennyson Trail. Pick up the instructions in the Tennyson 
Trail PDF at point 6. 

Example travel itinerary from Shanklin (check times at Traveline.info or 
islandbuses.info)

BUS Shanklin > Newport bus station (No. 2) 9:18
9:48

9:50
10:20

BUS Newport bus station > North of Shorwell (No. 12)
Unfortunately, there are no earlier buses from Newport.
If this itinerary is finishing too late for you, then I 
suggest getting the earlier bus from Shanklin and 
getting a TAXI to the north of Shorwell bus stop. A taxi 
should only take 10 minutes. This should enable you to 
start the walk by 10.10am and end by about 16:10pm.

10:35 10:48

WALK 11.5 miles (est. speed 2 miles per hour) 11:00 17:00

BUS Alum Bay Needles Park > Newport (No. 7) 17:25 18:30

BUS Newport > Shanklin (No. 2 or 3) 18:35 19:22
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OPTION 3: START AT BROOK (8.3m / 12.8km)

You can reduce the walk to 8.3 miles by getting a No 12 bus to BROOK, and joining 
the Tennyson Trail from there. This misses out Brighstone Down and Limerstone 
Down, but still includes the Needles and the gorgeous Tennyson Down. 

To follow this option, get the No 12 bus from Newport towards Brook, ask for the 
Brook Triangle bus stop. This is the T-junction just north-east of Brook village, just
before the bus turns off the B3399 to head south to Brook village, and south of a 
church.

NOTE: THE No. 12 BUS DOES NOT RUN ON SUNDAYS, ONLY SATURDAYS. As an 
alternative, you could get a taxi: it would be a 20 minute journey.

(If you miss this bus stop, get off at the next one, at Badger Lane. Head up Badger 
Lane, ignoring all ways off until you get to a T junction of tracks (just after a 
track from Dunsbury Farm joins on your left). Take the right hand fork 
heading east now (you're doing a zig zag to get to the top of Brook Down). 
When you meet the track from Brook Down on your left, turn left to join it, 
heading west up the downland, passing a trig point on your right. You are 
now on the Tennyson Trail instructions in the PDF at point 8 where it begins 
“the path immediately starts to climb steeply...”)

Freshwater Bay
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From the Brook Triangle bus stop, head north up the B3399 and pass the church 
on your right. Ignore the turn off for Dunsbury Farm. Keep on the road for about 
half a mile until you reach a signposted track on your left for the Tennyson Trail, 
heading towards a white chalky cliff. You are now on the Tennyson Trail; pick up 
the instructions in the PDF at point 8 where it begins “the path immediately starts 
to climb steeply...”

Example travel itinerary from Shanklin (check times at Traveline.info or 
islandbuses.info)

BUS Shanklin > Newport bus station (No. 2) 9:18
9:48

9:50
10:20

BUS Newport bus station > Brook Triangle (No. 12)
Unfortunately, there are no earlier buses. If this 
itinerary is finishing too late for you, then you could get
the earlier bus to Newport and get a taxi to the north of 
Shorwell bus stop. It would take about 20 minutes. This 
should enable you to start the walk by about 10.15am 
and end by 15:00.

10:35 11:03

WALK 8.3 miles (est. speed 2 miles per hour) 11:05 15:00

BUS Alum Bay Needles Park > Newport (No. 7) 15:25 16:35

BUS Newport > Shanklin (No. 2 or 3) 16:45 17:12

* April – August return alternative (see notes)
BUS Alum Bay Needles Park > Shanklin (Island Coaster)

15:15 16:40

* From April – August there is another bus called the Island Coaster which runs 
between Alum Bay and Shanklin (and then on to Ryde). You may be able to get a bus
directly from Alum Bay to Shanklin. If you are walking between April  - August it is 
worth downloading the timetable in case this fits with your plans, you can do this 
here.
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OPTION 4: TENNYSON CIRCULAR WALK (4.4m / 7km)

If you're after a short walk, you can try the 'Towering Tennyson Ramble' which is a 
short circular route from the Needles Park taking in Alum Bay, the Needles and the 
Tennyson monument.

Download the PDF from this website:

Towering Tennyson Rambles by Bus (PDF link)

Example travel itinerary from Shanklin (check times at Traveline.info or 
islandbuses.info)

BUS Shanklin > Newport bus station (No. 2) 9:18 9:50

BUS Newport bus station > Alum Bay Needles Park (No. 7) 10:15 11:15

* April – August alternative (see notes below)
BUS Shanklin > Alum Bay Needles Park (Island Coaster)

9:15 10:50

WALK 4.4 miles (est. speed 2 miles per hour) 11:15 15:00

BUS Alum Bay Needles Park > Newport (No. 7) 15:25 16:35

BUS Newport > Shanklin (No. 2 or 3) 16:45 17:12

* April – August return alternative (see notes)
BUS Alum Bay Needles Park > Shanklin (Island Coaster)

15:15 16:40

* From April – August there is another bus called the Island Coaster which runs 
between Alum Bay and Shanklin (and then on to Ryde). You may be able to get a bus
directly between Alum Bay to Shanklin. If you are walking between April  - August 
it is worth downloading the timetable in case this fits with your plans, you can do 
this here.
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Day 1: Food 

Get a packed lunch before heading out.

As the walk heads over grassy downland almost all the way, there are lots of great 
places to stop and have your lunch.

Freshwater Bay 
• Freshwater Bay tea rooms Delicia (Gate road, close to beach front)
• Dimbola Museum & Galleries: Julie's tea room - Terrace Lane (off Gate 

Lane) 01983 756814
• Piano Cafe, Gate Lane 01983 472874

There are refreshments at the Alum Bay Needles Park (tea rooms and restaurant) 
and also at Warren Farm north of Tennyson Down, a diversion from the Trail (April 
to September).

Day 1: Facilities

There are public toilets at Freshwater Bay, Gate Lane, and at the Needles Park there 
is a tea room with toilets.

Day 1: Escape routes/bad weather alternatives

Escape routes in order from Newport to Alum Bay:

After Brighstone Down / Forest: on reaching the road after Brighstone forest, 
follow this south, take right turn Strawberry Lane to join B3399. On B3399 turn left 
(south east) towards Pitt Place. Bus stops are here (Brighstone Grange) for No 12 
bus to Newport. About 1.2 m / 2km.

After Mottistone Down: on reaching the next road after Pay Down, head south, 
passing a church, to Brook Triangle (a T-junction with the B3399). Walk a short way 
east (i.e. follow the road as it bends left) along the B3399. Bus stops are here (Brook 
Triangle) for No 12 bus to Newport. About 0.7m / 1km.

At Freshwater Bay: Bus stops on A3055 at end of Southdown Road or on Gate Road.
No 12 bus to Newport or when running, Island Coaster to Shanklin (see notes 
above). Freshwater Bay is on the route.
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Day 2: Shanklin & Ventnor

Sea views on the downs above Ventnor

Distance 3.5 - 8.5 miles / 5.6 - 13.6 km

Strenuousness 3/5 

Difficulty of navigation 2/5

After exploring the west of the island yesterday, today you'll have a ramble around 
the best viewpoints in the east; you'll take in the viewpoints from Shanklin Down 
and St Boniface Down (the island's second 'Marilyn'). After descending to Ventnor 
for a pub lunch, you'll finish with a walk along the coastal trail. If you have time, yo 
could finish with a visit to Shanklin Chine.

I also suggest some alternatives if you want a shorter walk or if you don't want to 
climb any hills today.
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WALK OPTIONS / ALTERNATIVES:

Each is explained in more detailed below. I suggest looking at the full route 
first to get a good idea of which option might suit you best.

1) Complete the full circular walk as suggested (8.5 m / 13.6 km).
It is 5 miles from Shanklin Chine to Ventnor, including a climb and descent 
and an (optional) visit to Shanklin Chine, which may slow you down further). 
It is then 3.5 to Shanklin along the coastal path. You could also do this walk in
the other direction.  

2) Walk the first section to Ventnor (5 m / 8 km), have lunch and then get a
bus back to Shanklin, omitting the coastal section.

3) Walk the coastal section from Shanklin to Ventnor (3.5 m / 5.6 km), 
have lunch and get a bus back to Shanklin. 

4) If you just want a coastal walk, and don't want to climb up to the hills 
above Shanklin and Ventnor, then you can get a bus to Niton and walk to 
Shanklin, following the coastal path (8 m / 12.8 km).

OPTION 1: THE FULL CIRCULAR (8.5 m / 13.6 km)

 → You'll need the Niton to Sandown coastal path PDF instructions  ←

I have described this walk with the climb & descent in the morning,  but you may 
decide you'll be in need of an earlier lunch, in that case just walk it in the other 
direction doing the coastal section first (be warned it'll be a tough climb up St 
Boniface Down after a big pub meal though!). 

First head to the church of St Blasius, where the Worsley Trail begins (marked 
with green diamonds on the 1:25,000 map), just south of Shanklin on the A3055, 
beyond a recreation ground.

From the churchyard follow the Worsley Trail as it climbs uphill through several 
fields below Shanklin Down. You could just take the path steeply up Shanklin Down,
but it might be nice to follow the Worsley Trail a bit further as it passes above the 
trees on the north flank of Shanklin Down. When the chance arises, leave the 
Worsley Trail and zig-zag back to climb the gentle slopes of St Martin's Down. 
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Climb towards the trig point at the top of Shanklin Down. From here you will see 
great views of the area.

Views over Shanklin from Shanklin Down

From Shanklin Down, head south-east along the ridge, which becomes Luccombe 
Down. At the end of Luccombe Down, there is a viewpoint by a rough parking area.

Now follow the ridge south-west past, with the radar station on your left (it 
doesn't really matter which side you walk, but being on the right of the radar 
station will take you to the trig point and give you lovely views over the fields 
around Wroxall).

Find the trig point on St Boniface Down to 'tick off' the island's second Marilyn. 
You may be able to see the south coast in the distance.

Then follow the fence of the radar station to find the path down the 'tongue' of St 
Boniface Down. This heads steeply down to Ventnor.

On your OS map you will see some very zig-zaggy roads heading down towards 
Ventnor bay (one is called the Zig Zag Road!). Follow these roads all the way down 
to the bay (you can take short cuts via various steps between the roads).

As you emerge onto the beach, on the right is a large pub called the Spyglass Inn. 
This is the recommended lunch stop, and you're probably ready for a good meal by 
now!
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Views over Ventnor from St Boniface Down

The afternoon is easy: you'll just follow the coastal path back to Shanklin. Pick up 
the route in the PDF instructions at point 5 and stop when you reach Shanklin 
Chine. Bonchurch Old Church is a lovely little place to pop into – don't miss it. 

The walk ENDS with an optional visit to Shanklin Chine (this usually open from 
Easter and closed in Winter; check opening times here). 

From Shanklin beach, find the entrance to the Chine. You have to pay an entrance 
fee which at time of writing was £4.20. Once inside, gradually make your way 
upwards until you emerge at the exit on Chine Hollow. 

Shanklin railway station is about 0.5 miles from Shanklin Chine.

Alternatively… if you are carrying your luggage with you, have time and are feeling 
keen to walk a little further and eke out your time on more sandy beaches, you may
like to continue to walk along the coastal path to reach the next railway station 
called Lake: this is between Shanklin and Sandown stations and is really close to 
the beach near Whitecross. From Shanklin Chine, it is about 1.5 miles from Shanklin
Chine to Lake station.
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Example travel itinerary from Shanklin (check times at Traveline.info or & 
nationalrail.co.uk)

WALK Shanklin Chine > Ventnor (5 m) 09:30 12:00

LUNCH Ventnor 12:00 13:00

WALK Ventnor > Shanklin Chine (3.5 m) 13:00 15:00

VISIT Shanklin Chine (optional: paid entry) 15:00 16:00

WALK Shanklin Chine > Shanklin railway station 0.5 m 16:00 16:30

TRAIN Shanklin > Ryde Pier Head 16:38
17:18

17:02
17:42

FERRY + TRAIN Ryde Pier Head > London Waterloo 17:47 20:14

Alternative ending at Lake station:

VISIT Shanklin Chine (optional: paid entry) 15:00 16:00

WALK Shanklin Chine > Lake station (1.5 m) 16:00 16:45

TRAIN Lake > Ryde Pier Head 17:21 17:42

FERRY + TRAIN Ryde Pier Head > London Waterloo 17:47 20:14

Shanklin Chine
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OPTION 2: STOPPING AT VENTNOR (5 m / 8 km)

Follow the above instructions as for Option 1. After your lunch in Ventnor, get a bus
back to Shanklin.

To find the bus stop: from the beach, follow the Esplanade to the end and then zig 
zag up Shore Hill into Pier Street. Go up Pier Street – there is a bus stop near the 
Boots at the top. From here you can get a Number 3 bus to Shanklin railway station.
It takes about 22 minutes. The bus also goes all the way to Ryde bus station if you 
prefer: this takes 70 minutes.

Ventnor beach

OPTION 3: COASTAL WALK SHANKLIN TO VENTNOR (3.5 m / 5.6 km)

 → You'll need the Niton to Sandown coastal path PDF instructions  ←

Walk the coastal section from Shanklin to Ventnor as shown in the PDF above 
(you'll be walking from Point 8 on the PDF map and Approx Point 5. Unfortunately, 
the PDF describes the walk in the opposite direction… but the signage is good and 
it's difficult to get lost.

After your lunch, get a bus back to Shanklin as explained in Option 2 above.
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OPTION 4: COASTAL WALK NITON TO SHANKLIN OR LAKE 
(to Shanklin: 8 m / 12.8 km; To Lake: 8.8 m / 14 km )

 → You'll need the Niton to Sandown coastal path PDF instructions  ←

This walk is most suitable between May and August when the special seasonal 
'Island Coaster' bus runs directly between Shanklin and Niton (it actually runs from
April, but it runs on a later timetable, making this walk impractical then, especially 
if you are heading back to London after the walk).

 → Download the Island Coaster bus timetable here  ←

If the bus is running, get it from Shanklin to Niton (it takes about 30 minutes) and 
follow the instructions in the coastal path PDF up to Point 8 where you can divert 
into Shanklin to the railway station.

However, if you have time, it might be nicer and easier to continue on to the next 
station called Lake. It is marked with a red dot on the PDF instructions and as you 
can see, it is very close to the coastal path between Shanklin and Sandown. It's only 
about 1.5 miles extra on your total distance walked.

Bonchurch old church
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Day 2: Food 

The recommended lunch stop is the Spyglass Inn on Ventnor Bay.

There are other cafés and shops in Ventnor; most are around Pier Street or the High
Street: to reach these head to the opposite end of the Esplanade, up Shore Hill 
which becomes Pier Street.

Day 2: Facilities

Public toilets on the Eastern Esplanade, Ventnor (open in Winter)

Public toilets in Shanklin: 
• Tower Cottage, Chine Avenue (top of Chine)
• Chine Bluff (beach end of Shanklin Chine); 
• Esplanade Gardens (open in Winter)
• Rylstone Gardens (at end of Popham Road, closest to Chine)

Day 2: Escape routes/bad weather alternatives

From Ventnor catch a bus: see OPTION 2 walk above for details.

From Bonchurch: There are bus stops along the A3055 between Ventnor and 
Shanklin (Leeson Road). The most convenient to access from the coastal route is at 
the top of Bonchurch Shute.  On the 1:25,000 OS map head for where the yellow 
road joins the A3055 close to where the map says 'Upper Bonchurch'. To reach this 
from the coastal path, divert off the coastal route after Dunnose and before The 
Landslip.
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Day 3: Options for an extra day
Alternatives to walking

There are lots of things to do on the Isle of Wight! Here are just a few some 
suggestions:

• Osborne House: English Heritage (Cowes: Bus from Newport or Ryde)
• Carisbrooke Castle: English Heritage (Carisbrooke: Bus from Newport or walk 

1.5 miles)
• Steam Railway (interchange at Smallbrook Junction, a station on the Ryde-

Shanklin line)
• Dimbola Museum for exhibitions on Tennyson and Julia Margaret Cameron.

Other walks

As you've probably gathered by  now the island is full of great walking routes.

There are many listed on Visit Isle of Wight with PDFs you can download.

You might like to walk the coastal path north to Ryde; from Sandown, it's 12 miles.
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Background Reading and viewing
Tennyson 

The Isle of Wight inspired many of Tennyson's poems. Read more about his life on 
the island here.

Needles

This lovely aerial video of the needles from above will whet your appetite!

Novels

Here is a great list of ten novels set on the Isle of Wight. There's something for 
everyone, from sci-fi (Day of the Triffids) to historical fiction (DH Lawrence) and 
more.

Julia Margaret Cameron

Julia Margaret Cameron was a pioneering Victoria portraiture photographer whose 
work is now considered ahead of its their time. There is an exhibition at Dimbola 
Museum.

© Catherine Redfern 2015
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